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1 Introduction  
The views considered in this study were identified as part of the Nether Stowey Neighbourhood Plan 
and agreed by members of the Nether Stowey Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group and by members 
of the community as being key visual aspects of our community 
What follows is an assessment of Important Local Views, which are local views that contributes 
significantly to the viewer’s ability to recognise and appreciate Nether Stowey and are views that help 
create what is distinct about the Parish.  

Some of the views are of the village centre from the outskirts; some are views out of the village across 
the surrounding countryside. Some of the views feature a distinct area and some are panoramic or 
wide ranging.  

The views identified have been numbered and named and are set out on the image below  

Map 1 - Neighbourhood Area 

Map 2 - Views 
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2 Our Village 
Nether Stowey is a medium-sized village of around 1450 inhabitants (2018 estimate). It lies adjacent 
to the Quantock Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The village includes a Conservation Area at 
the centre, there is a second area around the Stowey Court/St Mary’s Church complex and a third at 
The Mount which includes a Scheduled Monument. 

There had been an early settlement around Budley, probably associated with the manor and church 
at what are now Stowey Court and St Mary’s. Budley was later deserted as a settlement, and It is 
thought that Nether Stowey began to be settled in conjunction with, or as a consequence of, the 
building of the Castle.  

The Castle Mount is the site of a Norman motte-and-bailey castle, built in the 11th century.  At some 
point a flour mill was built at (now) Mill Farm and Mill Lane developed, connecting the castle site in 
one direction and the top of Lime Street and thence the main road in the other. Butchers Lane, running 
around the lower slope of the Castle Mound between Castle Street and the end of Mill Lane, is 
believed, as its name suggests, to have accommodated suppliers to the castle. 

The layout of the village settled with the three main streets (St Mary Street and Castle Street, 
connecting St Mary’s Church and the Castle, and Lime Street). These three streets converge at “The 
Cross”, originally the site of the market and still the main centre with most of the shops and pubs. 
South Lane was the main route to Taunton. 

There are currently 23 listed houses in Nether Stowey as well as Stowey Court and its associated 
buildings. Most of the houses date to the early 18th century to 19th Century but there are a few with 
older remains, including 32 Castle Street which is listed as dating to the Mediæval period. Housing 
developed along the three main streets and at the top of South Lane (junction with Castle Street). 
There was a great deal of building (or rebuilding) at the end of the 18th Century (and most of St Mary 
Street has a generally “Georgian” look) but the pattern of the village remained largely the same until 

after the end of the Second World War as the 1809 map 
(Map 3 left) shows, with continuous infilling on the 
main streets and later with side turnings off them. 

A bypass was built in 1968 removing the main A39 
traffic flow from St Mary Road and Lime Street. 
Although the by-pass is generally perceived to have cut 
the church off from the village, as explained above and 
the map demonstrates, the church was always on the 
“other” side, though modern traffic makes crossing to 
it far more dangerous. 

 

 

 

 
 

3 Internal Views 
Mention of Nether Stowey and some of its unique qualities are contained in the Sedgemoor Landscape 
Assessment and Countryside Design Summary, revised edition 2003, produced by Sedgemoor District 
Council.  The quotations provided italics within this document are extracts from the SDC document. 
 

Map 3 - Nether Stowey 1809 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normans
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motte-and-bailey
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3.1 Castle Street from the Cross 

This shows the variety of buildings in the centre of the village as well as examples of the cobbling (in 
front of the Parish Office on the left-hand side of the road) 

“Individual buildings are generally of a simple and straightforward form but 
subtle variations in proportions detailing rooflines and materials combine to 
create a quality streetscape.  These qualities are sadly lacking in most modern 
estate developments.” 

3.2 Looking down Castle Street 

This picture is looking from the junction with Mount Road towards the Cross. Again, the variety of 
house types and builds can clearly be seen. 

Parish Office 
Poole House 
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3.3 The Cross 

The Cross at the centre of the village, looking from St. Mary’s Street.  In addition, this view shows our 
War Memorial and the Clock tower which is a Grade II listed-building and which was built in 1862 and 
which still chimes the hours, together with the recently installed war memorial and is the focal point 
of many village gatherings.  The Post Office opposite was built in 1903 and filled the gap left when the 
market was demolished. 
 
An earlier view of the scene is shown in the image below: 

{This image is held at the Somerset Heritage Centre and acknowledgment is made to the South West Heritage 
Trust for permitting its reproduction} 
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3.4 Lime Street 

This view shows Lime Street looking from the Cross.  Lime Street was the original route of the A39 
(prior to the by-pass being constructed) and shows the narrow, ‘lane-style’ of the centre of the village 
and the densely packed terraced cottages. 
 
 

3.5 Castle Street 

“The central area of Nether Stowey with its cobbling is a fine example of urban character” 
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It is interesting to note the photograph below, taken is guessed in the 1920’s or 30’s, which shows the 
enduring vista of the centre of the village. 

{This image is held at the Somerset Heritage Centre and acknowledgment is made to the South West Heritage 
Trust for permitting its reproduction} 

 

3.6 Castle Street towards the Cross 

This view shows typical buildings in the centre of the village as well as Stowey Brook which runs down 
Castle Street before turning right to follow St Mary’s Street. 

“The historic streets display stonework of varied colour and texture (mainly a range of red sandstones) 
painted render and some brick slate and clay tiles. Individual buildings are generally of a simple and 
straight forward form but subtle variations in proportions detailing rooflines and materials combine 
to create a quality streetscape. These qualities are sadly lacking in most modern estate 
developments” 
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3.7 The village from The Mount 

 
This view shows the village sited within the rural landscape with Quantock Lakes at the top right and 
St Mary’s church tower in centre right. The Bristol Channel can be seen on the horizon. 
 

3.8 Hack Lane 

Taken from the Mount, Hack Lane, on the west side of the village, clearly demonstrates the very rural 
setting of the village and the picturesque countryside surroundings. 
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4 External Views 
 

4.1 Nether Stowey from the Quantocks 

Viewing the village from the Quantock Hills, you are able to appreciate the wider countryside setting. 

This picture puts the village in its surrounding country and clearly shows the Castle Mount in the 
centre. 
 

4.2 Nether Stowey from the east 

Approaching Nether Stowey from the east, along the A39 from Bridgwater, provides excellent views 
of the village and its stunning location within the Quantock Hills. 
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Below is a similar view across Quantock Lakes and with St. Mary’s church on the left. 

The view of Nether Stowey when approached along the A39 (similar to the views in the above two 
pictures) from the direction of Cannington is seen by Sedgemoor District Council as a key perspective 
of the village and should be protected from development. 
 
 
 
 

5 Further Reading 
In addition to this report, there are a number of other documents which have been produced by other 
organisations which detail the landscape in and around Nether Stowey and the Quantocks. 
 

5.1 Sedgemoor Landscape Assessment and Countryside Design Summary  

This document has been produced by Sedgemoor District Council 
https://www.sedgemoor.gov.uk/article/1216/Landscape-Assessment-and-Countryside-Design-
Summary 
 

5.2 Quantock Hills Landscape Character Assessment 2018 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/11909d_cf99294e2dd14b03b199ecb15d78e4ee.pdf 
 

https://www.sedgemoor.gov.uk/article/1216/Landscape-Assessment-and-Countryside-Design-Summary
https://www.sedgemoor.gov.uk/article/1216/Landscape-Assessment-and-Countryside-Design-Summary
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/11909d_cf99294e2dd14b03b199ecb15d78e4ee.pdf

